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The state-to-state asymptotic analysis of tetraatomic reactions is presented. It is assumed that the
four-atom time-independent partial wave Schro¨dinger equation has been solved subject to the
condition that in the limit of very compact geometries the wave function vanishes. These solutions
are initially obtained in body-fixed row-orthonormal hyperspherical coordinates and transformed in
the asymptotic arrangement channel regions of nuclear configuration space to Jacobi body-fixed
coordinates. From the latter, compact explicit expressions for the reactance ~R! and scattering ~S!
matrices, useful for accurate numerical calculations, are obtained. The different systems of
coordinates used and their interrelations are given. The approach described is particularly well
suited for implementation on massively parallel architectures and is appropriate for the calculation
of benchmark-quality state-to-state integral and differential cross sections on currently available
computers. © 2001 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1408288#I. INTRODUCTION
Let us consider the scattering between two molecules
comprising a tetraatomic system. Once the motion of the
center-of-mass ~CM! of the system is removed, the corre-
sponding scattering process takes place in a nine-
dimensional configuration space. Three of these nine degrees
of freedom are taken to be external Euler angles that describe
the overall rotation of the system around its CM in a
laboratory-fixed frame. By means of a partial wave expan-
sion involving the Wigner rotation functions1 of these angles
one can easily and rigorously reduce the corresponding nine-
dimensional time-independent Schro¨dinger equation to a set
of coupled six-dimensional partial differential equations in
the six remaining internal coordinates, one set for each total
angular momentum quantum number J. However, solving
these equations constitutes a major numerical task which to
this date has not been performed accurately enough to yield
benchmark quality fully state-resolved state-to-state differen-
tial cross sections.
A scheme based on the use of row-orthonormal hyper-
spherical coordinates2 for the strong interaction region, of
arrangement channel hyperspherical coordinates in the sepa-
rated or nearly separated arrangement channel region ~the
weak interaction region!, and of Jacobi coordinates in the
asymptotic regions, makes such a benchmark-quality solu-
tion possible. We shall briefly discuss this scheme and the
associated asymptotic analysis.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we give
explicit definitions of the different coordinate systems em-
ployed in the different regions of configuration space, and
derive some important expressions for the transformations
between them. In Sec. III we discuss the asymptotic behavior
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
aron@caltech.edu8280021-9606/2001/115(18)/8285/13/$18.00
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject of the physical solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation, and
derive the body-fixed partial wave R- and S-matrices. Fi-
nally, a summary is given in Sec. IV.
II. THE HYPERSPHERICAL COORDINATE APPROACH
Since the definition of symmetrized hyperspherical coor-
dinates for three-dimensional tri-atomic reactions was intro-
duced in 1975,3 the hyperspherical coordinate approach has
proven to offer a very convenient and effective numerical
scheme for solving the time-independent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion for triatomic systems.4–32 Recently, Clary and co-
workers have suggested an extension of this approach to
tetraatomic systems involving different hyperspherical coor-
dinates in different arrangement channel regions.33 In this
method, super-completeness problems between basis sets in
the different coordinates must be overcome. Alternatively,
the availability of the Hamiltonian for tetraatomic systems in
row-orthonormal hyperspherical coordinates, which are es-
sentially invariant under arrangement channel transforma-
tions, and of massively parallel high performance computers
should permit the calculation of state-to-state differential
cross sections for a large number of tetraatomic reactions,
including four center ones, for which two bonds are broken
and two new bonds concurrently formed.
The hyperspherical coordinates for an N atom system is
composed of a set of three external angles describing the
overall orientation of the system in space, a hyperradius
which is a measure of the size of the system and 3N27
internal hyperangles that describe the distances between the
N atoms. It is possible to define many different kinds of
hyperspherical coordinates for any given system, but com-
mon to all is the hyperradius, r, which is kinematically in-
variant, i.e., is the same for all the system’s arrangement
channels. This is of great importance when studying systems
of high dimensionality as it allows one to define a local basis5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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rangement channels of interest. Thus in the hyperspherical
coordinate approach, the system’s wave function is expanded
in local hyperspherical surface functions ~LHSF! which de-
pend on the internal hyperangles and parametrically on the
hyperradius. These LHSF, for each value of r, form a com-
plete orthonormal ~and therefore linearly independent! basis
set in these hyperangles, and as r is varied they span all
arrangement channel regions.
For a general tetraatomic system comprised of the dis-
tinct nuclei ABCD we can form the following seven
asymptotic arrangement channels: ABC1D , DAB1C ,
CDA1B , BCD1A , AB1CD , AC1BD , AD1BC . Of
these, four are atom-triatom and three are diatom–diatom
two-body arrangements. We assume that three-body channels
~such as AB1C1D) as well as the fully dissociative chan-
nel (A1B1C1D) are energetically closed. The hyper-
spherical formalism, including the asymptotic analysis, can
be extended to include more than two-body channels,34 but
this case will not be considered here. Illustrations of the cor-
responding seven cluster arrangement channel coordinates
are shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. 35, and are repeated in Fig. 1 of
the present paper for convenience. Throughout this paper we
will use the symbol l51,2,... to label the different arrange-
ment channels. In the case of identical nuclei we shall fur-
thermore use the symbol G to denote the irreducible repre-
sentation of the corresponding permutation group. Generally
speaking, we can have four different kinds of systems A4 ,
A3B , A2B2 , A2BC , and ABCD for which G, respectively,
represents the irreducible representations of the permutation
~or symmetric! groups S4 , S3 , S2 ^ S2 , S2 or S1 .36 Thus
arbitrary solutions of the time-independent Schro¨dinger
equation will contain l and G labels. As just mentioned one
can define many different sets of hyperspherical coordinates
for a given system, and in the rest of this section we shall
briefly outline a calculation scheme which employs two such
sets. Each of these sets of coordinates has distinct advantages
in different regions of configuration space where the interac-
tions between the atoms have different strengths. To facilitate
the introduction of these different sets, we shall first assume
that the full ~nuclear! configuration space can be subdivided
FIG. 1. Cluster arrangement channel coordinates: ~a! atom-triatom clusters;
~b! diatom–diatom clusters.Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject into a strong interaction region ~for low values of r! and a
weak interaction region ~for large values of r!. In addition,
we will consider the asymptotic regions in which Jacobi co-
ordinates will be used. This explicit description of the coor-
dinates is necessary for the derivations described in the
asymptotic analysis, which is eventually done in body-fixed
Jacobi coordinates, also defined in this section. Finally, this
section concludes by deriving an important relation between
the principal axis of inertia Euler angles and the body-fixed
Jacobi Euler angles.
A. Coordinates in the strong interaction region
In the strong interaction region we shall use row-
orthonormal hyperspherical coordinates. They and the corre-
sponding Hamiltonian operator were presented in detail
previously2 and we shall restrict ourself to outlining the
properties of these coordinates needed for the rest of this
paper.
For a given tetraatomic clustering scheme l we label by
rl
(i)8 (i51,2,3) the unscaled Jacobi vectors ~see Fig. 1! and
define the corresponding mass-scaled vectors rl
(i) by
rl
~ i ![~ml
~ i !/m!1/2rl~
i !8
, i51,2,3, ~1!
where ml
(i) and m are the usual Delves reduced masses.37,38
From these mass-scaled Jacobi vectors we define a 333 Ja-
cobi matrix2 as
rl
sf[~rl
~1 !rl
~2 !rl
~3 !!5S xl~1 ! xl~2 ! xl~3 !yl~1 ! yl~2 ! yl~3 !
zl
~1 ! zl
~2 ! zl
~3 !
D , ~2!
where the superscript ‘‘sf’’ denotes that the Jacobi vectors
are defined in a space-fixed frame of reference, with
(xl(i) ,yl(i) ,zl(i)) being the associated Cartesian coordinates of
rl
(i) (i51,2,3). The ten row-orthonormal hyperspherical co-
ordinates ~ROHC! $x ,al
I
,bl
I
,cl
I
,r ,u ,f ,dl
(1)
,dl
(2)
,dl
(3)% are
defined by the relation
rl
sf5~21 !xR˜ ~al
I
,bl
I
,cl
I!rN~u ,f!R˜ ~dl~
1 !
,dl
~2 !
,dl
~3 !!,
~3!
where R˜ denotes the transposed of the usual proper rotation
matrix
R~a ,b ,c ![S cos c sin c 02sin c cos c 0
0 0 1
D
3S cos b 0 2sin b0 1 0
sin b 0 cos b
D
3S cos a sin a 02sin a cos a 0
0 0 1
D , ~4!
and N is the simple diagonal matrixto AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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0 0 cos u
D . ~5!
The chirality coordinate x[0, 1 is defined by
~21 !x5sign~det rl
sf!. ~6!
r is the usual hyperradius defined by r2[( i51
3 (rl(i))2 and
al
I[(alI ,blI ,clI) denotes the external Euler angles which ro-
tate the space-fixed frame of reference to the principal-axes-
of-inertia body-fixed frame, and are in the ranges 0<alI ,
cl
I,2p and 0<bl
I<p . The two angles 0<u<arcsin@1/(1
1cos2 f)#1/2 and 0<f<p/4 determine the system’s principal
moments of inertia and finally dl[(dl(1) ,dl(2) ,dl(3)), where
0<dl
(1)
,dl
(3),p and 0<dl
(2)<p , are three internal hyper-
angles which describe the relative arrangements of the four
atoms for a given set of those moments. Equation ~3!, to-
gether with these ranges, uniquely defines the ten ROHC.2
These hyperspherical coordinates have many advanta-
geous features for the dynamics of the system, but for this
discussion we shall only stress two important ones. First,
four of the ten coordinates ~x,r,u,f! are arrangement-channel
independent ~i.e., are independent of l!. Second, the princi-
pal axes of inertia associated with (alI ,blI ,clI) have direc-
tions which are l-independent; the senses of either two or
none of these axis may change as l is changed. In addition,
associated with the angles (dl(1) ,dl(2) ,dl(3)) there is a set of
internal mathematical axis which have properties similar to
those of the physical space principal axes of inertia, i.e., have
directions which are l-independent but senses such that two
of them may change with l. As a result, this set of row-
orthonormal coordinates is especially well suited for the de-
scription of the dynamics in the very strong interaction re-
gion. Furthermore, an analysis of the form of the
corresponding Hamiltonian operator reveals that the
permutation-symmetry of the system can be introduced very
simply.
B. Coordinates in the asymptotic region
Let us now define the Jacobi coordinates in the
asymptotic region. Using the mass-scaled Jacobi vectors
(rl(1) ,rl(2) ,rl(3)), given by Eq. ~1!, we can uniquely define the
nine Jacobi coordinates (rl(3) ,ul ,fl ,rl(2) ,gl(2,3) ,cl ,rl(1) ,
gl
(1,3)
,jl) in the following way: (rl(3) ,ul ,fl) are the polar
coordinates of rl
(3) in the space-fixed frame of reference
Oxl
sfyl
sfzl
sf
, (rl(2) ,gl(2,3) ,cl) are the polar coordinates of rl(2)
in the body-fixed frame Oxl
bf1yl
bf1zl
bf1 which is obtained by
the rotation of Oxl
sfyl
sfzl
sf by the Euler angles (fl ,ul,0); and
(rl(1) ,gl(1,3) ,jl) are the polar coordinates of rl(1) in the body-
fixed frame Oxl
bf2yl
bf2zl
bf2 which is obtained by rotation of
Oxl
bf1yl
bf1zl
bf1 by (0,0,cl). These transformations are summa-
rized in Table I. As a result, the Ozl
bf1 and Ozl
bf2 axis coincide
and point along rl
(3)
, and rl
(2) lies is in the positive Oxl
bf2zl
bf2
half-plane, with Ozl
bf1[Ozl
bf2
. For convenience we define
the following compact notations for the corresponding Euler
anglesDownloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject al
bf15~al
bf1
,bl
bf1
,cl
bf1![~fl ,ul,0!5~ rˆl~
3 !
,0!, ~7a!
al
bf25~al
bf2
,bl
bf2
,cl
bf2![~fl ,ul ,vl!. ~7b!
The angles gl
(i , j) between rl
(i) and rl
( j) are all in the 0 to p
range and are related by the simple expression
cos gl
~1,2!5cos gl
~1,3! cos gl
~2,3!
1sin gl
~1,3! sin gl
~2,3! cos jl , ~8!
where jl was defined in the last row of Table I and is in the
range @0,2p#. As a result, we can consider either the variables
(gl(2,3) ,gl(1,3) ,jl) or (gl(1,2) ,gl(1,3) ,gl(2,3) ,x) to describe the
system. To go from gl[(gl(1,2) ,gl(1,3) ,gl(2,3)) to
(gl(2,3) ,gl(1,3) ,jl), requires consideration of the chirality co-
ordinate x, as discussed in Eq. ~5.74! of Ref. 35. The ~body-
fixed-2! Jacobi coordinates are, by definition, the ten coordi-
nates
~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,rl
~3 !
,al
bf2
,gl ,x!
[~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,rl
~3 !
,fl ,ul ,cl ,gl
~1,2!
,gl
~1,3!
,gl
~2,3!
,x!. ~9!
In these coordinates the Hamiltonian is independent of x and
has the simple form
Hˆ l52
\2
2m (i51
3 F 1
rl
~ i !
]2
~]rl
~ i !!2
rl
~ i !1
~ jˆl~ i !!2
~rl
~ i !!2
G1Vl
[2
\2
2m F 1rl~3 ! ]
2
~]rl
~3 !!2
rl
~3 !1
1
rl
~2 !
]2
~]rl
~2 !!2
rl
~2 !
1
1
rl
~1 !
]2
~]rl
~1 !!2
rl
~1 !G1 lˆsf2 ~ rˆl~3 !!2m~rl~3 !!2 1
jˆbf1
2 ~ rˆl
~2 !!
2m~rl
~2 !!2
1
jˆbf2
2 ~ rˆl
~1 !!
2m~rl
~1 !!2
1Vl~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,rl
~3 !
,gl!, ~10!
where lˆsf( rˆl(3))[jˆl(3) is the space-fixed orbital angular mo-
mentum operator associated with rl
(3)
, jˆbf1( rˆl
(2))[jˆl(2) is the
body-fixed-1 angular momentum operator associated with
rl
(2) and jˆbf2( rˆl
(1))[jˆl(1) is the body-fixed-2 angular momen-
tum operator associated with rl
(1)
, the angles involved being
those given in the rightmost column of Table I. Note also that
the potential energy, V(rl(1) ,rl(2) ,rl(3) ,gl), is neither a func-
tion of the three Euler angles al
bf2
, nor of the chirality vari-
able x but only of the intra-molecular coordinates. This of
course stems from the fact that the intra-molecular forces are
independent of the orientation of the tetraatomic system in
space or of its chirality. The asymptotic form of the wave
function is particularly simple in these coordinates, as shown
in Sec. III B.
TABLE I. Relation between Cartesian frames.
Oxl
sfyl
sfzl
sf ——→
(fl ,ul,0)
Oxl
bf1yl
bf1zl
bf1 ——→
(0,0,cl) Oxl
bf2yl
bf2zl
bf2
rl
(3) (rl(3) ,ul ,fl) (rl(3),0,0) (rl(3),0,0)
rl
(2) (rl(2) ,gl(2,3) ,cl) (rl(2) ,gl(2,3),0)
rl
(1) (rl(1) ,gl(1,3) ,jl)to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The boundary between the strong and weak interaction
regions is specified by a value rb of r. The criterion for
determining rb is that the matrix elements of the interaction
potential between all pairs of weak interaction LHSF belong-
ing to different arrangement channels be sufficiently small
~but not necessarily zero!. In an actual calculation, rb should
be treated as a convergence parameter.
In the weak interaction region a set of ten Delves hyper-
spherical coordinates are employed which are closely related
to the Jacobi coordinates introduced in the previous
section.35 They consist of three Euler angles ~to be specified
later!, the chirality coordinate x, the three internal hyper-
angles gl defined after Eq. ~8!, the usual clustering-scheme-
independent hyper-radius r, and the two internal hyperangles
hl5(hl(1) ,hl(2)) defined by the relations
rl
~1 !5r sin hl
~1 ! sin hl
~2 !
, ~11a!
rl
~2 !5r cos hl
~1 ! sin hl
~2 !
, ~11b!
rl
~3 !5r cos hl
~2 !
, ~11c!
where the ranges of the angles are 0<hl
(1)
, hl
(2)<p/2. Thus
in going from the asymptotic region, discussed in the previ-
ous subsection, to the weak interaction region, we use the
same geometrical angular coordinates but the Jacobi coordi-
nates (rl(1) ,rl(2) ,rl(3)) are replaced by (r ,hl(1) ,hl(2)). How-
ever, it is very important to stress that we have a freedom of
choice for the three external ~Euler! hyperangles; even
though the al
bf2 of Eq. ~7b! uniquely defined the Euler angles
for the Jacobi coordinates—which in turn defined a subset of
the Delves hyperspherical coordinates, Eq. ~11!—the Jacobi
distances (rl(1) ,rl(2) ,rl(3)) and the corresponding angles gl
between them are totally independent of any frame of refer-
ence. Consequently we shall choose the external hyperangles
which lead to the overall most convenient numerical scheme.
From the previous subsections we know that on either ‘‘side’’
of the weak interaction region different frames of reference
are employed; in the strong interaction region we use the
principal-axis-of-inertia frame of reference defined by al
I
,
whereas in the asymptotic region we use the body-fixed-2
frame specified by al
bf2
. A transformation between one of
these frames and the other will have to be done either at the
boundary between the strong and weak interaction regions,
or between the latter and the asymptotic region. Hence, it
would be convenient to use one of these two sets of Euler
angles in the intermediate weak interaction region. Since the
al
I angles asymptotically approach the al
bf2 angles, it is nu-
merically most convenient to employ the principal-axes-of-
inertia frame of reference in the strong and in the weak in-
teraction regions. This leads to the following choice for the
Delves hyperspherical coordinates in the weak interaction
region:
~r ,al
I
,hl ,gl ,x!
[~r ,al
I
,bl
I
,cl
I
,hl
~1 !
,hl
~2 !
,gl
~1,2!
,gl
~1,3!
,gl
~2,3!
,x!. ~12!Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject Because of the orthogonal nature of the transformation de-
fined by Eq. ~11!, it can easily be shown that under that
transformation Eq. ~10! becomes
Hˆ l[2
\2
2mr8
]
]r
r8
]
]r
1
L12~hl!1L22~hl!
2mr2
1
lˆsf
2 ~ rˆl
~3 !!
2m~rl
~3 !!2
1
jˆbf1
2 ~ rˆl
~2 !!
2m~rl
~2 !!2
1
jˆbf2
2 ~ rˆl
~1 !!
2m~rl
~1 !!2
1Vl~r ,hl
~1 !
,hl
~2 !
,gl
~1,2!
,gl
~1,3!
,gl
~2,3!!, ~13!
where hyperangular momentum operators Lˆ 12 and Lˆ 22 are de-
fined by
Lˆ 12~hl![2\2S 2sin hl~2 ! sin 2hl~1 !D
2 ]
]~2hl
~1 !!
3~sin 2hl
~1 !!2
]
]~2hl
~1 !!
, ~14a!
Lˆ 22~hl![2\2
1
~sin hl
~2 !!5~cos hl
~2 !!2
]
]~hl
~2 !!
3~sin hl
~2 !!5~cos hl
~2 !!2
]
]~hl
~2 !!
. ~14b!
In Eq. ~13!, jˆbf1 and jˆbf2 are still referring to the bf1 and bf2
axes, respectively. The transformation of principal axis of
inertia axes to the bf2 axes and their associates Euler angles
is the topic of the next subsection.
D. Transformation between the Euler angles
As the asymptotic analysis will be conducted in the
body-fixed-2 frame, defined in Sec. II B, and the scattering
wave functions in the adjacent weak interaction region is
expressed in the principal-axis-of-inertia frame, we need to
establish the relation between the corresponding Euler
angles. For reasons that will be clarified in the actual projec-
tion of the wave function onto its asymptotic form, it is de-
sirable to express this frame transformation in terms of the
~internal! Delves hyperspherical coordinates. This subsection
outlines the derivation of such a relation, but for economy of
space most of the lengthy details and explicit expressions
have been left out. We emphasize, however, that all of the
omitted derivations involve straightforward ~but tedious! al-
gebraic manipulations.
In terms of the 333 Jacobi matrix notation introduced in
Sec. II A, we can conveniently express the relation between
the three frames involved as
rl
sf5R˜ ~al
I!rl
I5R˜ ~al
bf2!rl
bf2
, ~15!
where rl
sf denotes the Jacobi matrix in space-fixed coordi-
nates, defined in Eq. ~2!. rl
I and rl
bf2 are the corresponding
Jacobi matrices expressed respectively in the principal-axis-
of-inertia and the body-fixed-2 frames of references. By defi-
nition,to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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I5~21 !xrN~u ,f!R˜ ~dl!. ~16!
From the definitions of the body-fixed-2 frame, schemati-Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject cally outlined in Table I, and the transformations in Eq. ~11!
we furthermore have the following expression for the body-
fixed-2 Jacobi matrix expressed in Delves hyperspherical co-
ordinatesrl
bf25rS sin hl~1 ! sin hl~2 ! sin gl~1,3! cos jl cos hl~1 ! sin hl~2 ! sin gl~2,3! 0sin hl~1 ! sin hl~2 ! sin gl~1,3! sin jl 0 0
sin hl
~1 ! sin hl
~2 ! cos gl
~1,3! cos hl
~1 ! sin hl
~2 ! cos gl
~2,3! cos hl
~2 !
D . ~17!Left multiplying Eq. ~15! by R(al
bf2) we obtain
rl
bf25R~al
bf2!R˜ ~al
I!rl
I[R~al!rl
I
, ~18!
where we have introduced the three angles al which by defi-
nition rotate the principal-axis-of-inertia frame into the body-
fixed-2 frame. Right multiplying this expression by the in-
verse of rl
I ~which is nonsingular for nonplanar
configurations! we arrive at the following expression:
R~al!5rl
bf2@rl
I#215~21 !xrl
bf2R~dl!@N~u ,f!#21 ~19!
which relates the 3 angles al to the 11 internal coordinates
x, hl , gl , dl , u and f ~r cancels out!. First we note that the
angles al are indeed independent of the Euler angles al
I and
al
bf2
. Second, we note that the five internal row-orthonormal
hyperangles dl , u, and f can be expressed in terms of the
five Delves hyperangles hl and gl . Indeed, by left-
multiplying Eq. ~15! by its transpose, we get
r˜l
sfrl
sf5r˜l
bf2rl
bf25r˜l
Irl
I
, ~20!
where the third term, and therefore the first and second also,
is independent of x. Substituting Eq. ~16! and Eq. ~17! into
Eq. ~20! makes it clear that one can derive closed expres-
sions for dl , u, and f in terms of hl and gl which can in
turn be used to eliminate the former from Eq. ~19!. These
derivations are straightforward but very lengthy and through-
out the remaining of this paper we shall simply note that al
can be expressed exclusively in terms of hl and gl and we
will write it as al(hl ,gl).
As a last auxiliary expression let us note that from the
relation between the three R matrices in Eq. ~18! the corre-
sponding Wigner rotation matrices1 satisfy the relation
DJ~al
bf2!5DJ~al
I!DJ~al!. ~21!
Inverting this matrix expression and rewriting it in terms of
the individual matrix elements we arrive at the final impor-
tant expression
DMV
J ~al
I!5(
K
DMK
J ~al
bf2!DVK
J* ~al~hl ,gl!!. ~22!
This concludes the prelude to the explicit asymptotic analy-
sis to be presented in the next section.III. THE R,S ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS
As mentioned in the Introduction, a tetraatomic colli-
sional system with a total energy below that required for the
system to dissociate into three or four bodies involves
asymptotic arrangement channels that can be characterized
either as atom-triatom or diatom–diatom channels. The wave
functions in these two kinds of asymptotic channels are very
different from each other and hence we shall treat them sepa-
rately in the otherwise general tetraatomic asymptotic analy-
sis to follow. However, to save space, we will, whenever
possible, adopt a common notation for the two cases. As a
result, notational conventions are especially important for
this analysis.
The general asymptotic form of a time-independent tet-
raatomic physical scattering wave function Cphys
l8nl8
8
is
Cphys
l8nl8
8
;exp@ ikl8e8l8
rl8~3 ! cos ul8Fl8nl88 ~
rl8
~1 !
,rl8
~2 !!
1(
lnl
f
lnl
l8nl8
8
~ rˆl
~3 !!
eiklelrl
~3 !
rl
~3 ! Flnl~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !!
~23!
which corresponds to the collision of two isolated reactants
$l18 ,l28%[l8 to form the two products $l1 ,l2%[l . In this
expression Flnl, Fl8nl88
and f
lnl
l8nl8
8
denote, respectively, the
product and reactant wave functions and the corresponding
scattering amplitudes which depend on the angles rˆl
(3)
[(ul ,fl) defined in Table I. The far asymptotic behavior of
the physical wave function @expressed as the symbol ; in
Eq. ~23!# is composed of two distinct parts: the incident part
which is the product of an incoming plane wave ~arbitrarily
assigned to be traveling in the space-fixed z-direction! and
the reactant wave function, and the scattered part which is a
sum over all possible product state wave functions multiplied
by corresponding outgoing spherical waves and weighted by
the associated scattering amplitudes. When l labels a
diatom–diatom or an atom-triatom arrangement channel,
Flnl(rl
(1)
,rl
(2)) is, respectively, the product of the two di-
atomic wave functions or a triatomic wave function. The
corresponding quantum numbers lnl for these two cases
are, respectively, defined by the following compact nota-
tions:to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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lnl[$l1 ,l2 ,vl
~1 !
,vl
~2 !
, jl~1 ! , jl~2 ! ,ml~1 ! ,ml~2 !%
5$lel ,ml
~1 !
,ml
~2 !%, ~24a!
atom-triatom:
lnl[$l1 ,l2 ,vl
~1 !
, jl~1 ! ,ml~1 !%
5$lel ,ml
~1 !%. ~24b!
We have, for convenience, introduced the subset of quantum
numbers lel on which the asymptotic molecules internal
energies depend. Similar definitions are used for the two
cases of reactants arrangement channels l8. These quantum
numbers are associated with internal vibration (vl(i)) and ro-
tation ( jl(i) ,ml(i)) degrees of freedom. Thus vl(1) and vl(2) re-
fer to the vibrational quantum number of each of the two
diatomic fragments whereas the set vl
(1) is associated with
the three vibrational degrees of freedom for a triatom. Simi-
larly, jl(1) and jl(2) in Eq. ~24a! correspond to the angular
momentum of each of the two diatoms, and jl(1) in Eq. ~24b!
is the total angular momentum quantum number of the tria-
tom ~no spatial nuclear motion angular momentum is of
course defined for an isolated atom!. For the reactants the
corresponding quantization axis for the z-component of the
angular momenta, ml88
(i)
, is chosen to be the direction of the
incident relative velocity, i.e., the space-fixed z-axis. As was
done for triatomic systems,39 we chose for the quantization
axis of jl(i) the product Jacobi body-fixed-2 axis, Ozl
bf2 ~see
Table I!. This is called a helicity representation and leads to
the most compact and computationally convenient expres-
sions for the state-to-state differential and integral cross sec-
tions. It should be emphasized that the sum over product
states in the last term of Eq. ~23! includes ~in principle! all
possible states, i.e., both open and closed ones. This ensures
the mathematical completeness of the expansion, and can be
understood when realizing that asymptotically closed states
might well be energetically accessible in the inner parts of
the configuration space.
Whereas it might seem reasonable from the discussions
above to attempt to explicitly look for solutions of the Schro¨-
dinger equation which satisfy Eq. ~23!, it should be stressed
that this type of approach is not usually numerically conve-
nient as it can in fact only be done by some kind of ‘‘trial and
error’’ recursive scheme. Thus instead of directly solving the
Schro¨dinger equation subject to the physical boundary con-
ditions, in order to obtain f
lnl
l8nl8
8
, we use the standard ‘‘R,S-
matrix’’ approach,40,41 where one first solves the Schro¨dinger
equation for general mathematical solutions ~i.e., without
imposing the physical asymptotic conditions!. By a subse-
quent asymptotic analysis of these mathematical solutions
the so-called R-matrix is obtained. Whereas the nonphysical
solutions themselves are not unique, the R-matrix for a given
partial J, parity P ~with respect to inversion through the
system’s center of mass!, irreducible representation G of the
permutation group of identical atoms, and energy E, is in-
deed unique. The partial wave S-matrix is then obtained in a
simple manner from the corresponding R-matrix, and theDownloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject physical scattering amplitudes, f
lnl
l8nl8
8
, can next be calculated
directly from partial wave sums over the corresponding
S-matrices.
Thus the key feature of the R,S-matrix approach is to
decouple the mathematical and physical parts of the scatter-
ing process ~i.e., the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation
and imposition of the asymptotic conditions! in such a way
that the proper physical solutions are expressed as linear
combinations of an arbitrary complete set of linearly inde-
pendent mathematical solutions through the introduction of
the R- and S-matrices. In the following we outline the steps
involved in computing these R- and S-matrices from the
mathematical solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation.
A. Definition of the reactance and scattering matrices
Let the wave functions C
l8bl8
8
JMPG
constitute a complete set
of simultaneous solutions of the following eigenvalue-
eigenfunction equations
Hˆ C
l8bl8
8
JMPG
5EC
l8bl8
8
JMPG
, ~25a!
Jˆ 2C
l8bl8
8
JMPG
5J~J11 !\2C
l8bl8
8
JMPG
, ~25b!
Jˆ sfzCl8bl88
JMPG
5M\C
l8bl8
8
JMPG
, ~25c!
IˆC
l8bl8
8
JMPG
5~21 !PC
l8bl8
8
JMPG
, ~25d!
where Hˆ , Jˆ 2, Jˆ sfz, and I
ˆ are, respectively, the system’s
nuclear motion Hamiltonian, the square of its total angular
momentum operator Jˆ , the space-fixed z component of Jˆ , and
the operator Iˆ which inverts the system through its center of
mass. In addition, E, J(J11)\2, M\ , and (21)P are the
corresponding eigenvalues. These wave functions are re-
quired furthermore to transform according to the irreducible
representations G of the permutation group of identical atoms
of the tetraatomic system. Such a set of simultaneous eigen-
functions does indeed exist since the corresponding operators
commute. Finally, the subscript l8bl88 labels the different
linearly independent solutions and spans the same range as
the indices defined by Eqs. ~33! and ~35! and associated with
the isolated molecular products. These solutions are of the
‘‘mathematical’’ type, i.e., are not required to satisfy the
physical asymptotic conditions of Eq. ~23!. We assume that
this set of solutions has been computed by the hyperspherical
coordinate approach as follows. We start in the strong inter-
action region at a sufficiently small hyperradius for the wave
function to be close to zero, and expand the wave function in
LHSFs expressed in the row-orthonormal hyperspherical co-
ordinates. The coefficients of this expansion depend on r
only, and satisfy a set of coupled second order differential
equations. These are propagated outwards for increasing r,
until the boundary with the weak interaction region is
reached. We then switch to the weak interaction Delves hy-
perspherical coordinates and surface functions and continueto AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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asymptotic region is reached. In the weak interaction region
these solutions can be expressed as
C
l8bl8
8
JMPG
5r24(
lbl
C
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
~r;r¯ !DMVl
J ~al
I!
3FJPGlbl
LHSF ~hl ,gl ;r¯ !. ~26!
In this expansion, DMVl
J are the usual Wigner rotation
matrices,1 FJPGlbl
LHSF are the LHSF ~displaying a parametric
dependence on the hyperradius r¯ ), and C
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
are
r-dependent coefficients determined by the solution of Eq.
~25a!. (r24 is a convenient multiplication factor which
eliminates the first derivative with respect to r contained in
the hyperradial kinetic energy operator.! More specifically,
the FJPGlbl
LHSF are defined as eigenfunctions of some conve-
niently chosen weak-interaction reference Hamiltonian that
contains differential operators in the coordinates hl and gl
but not r¯ .4,9 The explicit definition of this LHSF reference
Hamiltonian is outside the scope of this paper and we just
noticed that it is obtained from Eq. ~13! after the analytical
elimination of the Euler angles, al
I
, by means of a partial-
wave expansion of in J and the freezing of the hyperradius r.
Because of the rotational invariance of space the C
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
and FJPGlbl
LHSF are independent of M, and the entire
M-dependence of C
l8bl8
8
JMPG is expressed by the DMVl
J
.
The RJPG and SJPG matrices ~which are also indepen-
dent of M! are determined from a knowledge of the matrix
CJPG whose elements are the coefficients C
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
of Eq.
~26!. To that effect we rewrite Eq. ~10! in the form
Hˆ l5Hˆ l
~1,2!~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !!1Hˆ l
int~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,rl
~3 !
,gl!, ~27!
where for the diatom–diatom arrangement channels
Hˆ l
~1,2![Hˆ l
~1 !~rl
~1 !!1Hˆ l
~2 !~rl
~2 !!, ~28a!
Hˆ l
~ i ![2
\2
2mrl
~ i !
]2
~]rl
~ i !!2
rl
~ i !1
@ jˆl~ i !~ rˆl~ i !!#2
2m~rl
~ i !!2
1Vl
~ i !~rl
~ i !!,
i51,2, ~28b!
Hˆ l
int[2
\2
2mrl
~3 !
]2
~]rl
~3 !!2
rl
~3 !1
lˆsf
2 ~ rˆl
~3 !!
2m~rl
~3 !!2
1Vl
int~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,rl
~3 !
,gl!, ~28c!
Vl
int[V~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,rl
~3 !
,gl!2Vl
~1 !~rl
~1 !!2Vl
~2 !~rl
~2 !!.
~28d!
In Eq. ~28b! Vl
(i)(rl(i)) (i51,2) are the diatomic potentials,
and V(rl(1) ,rl(2) ,rl(3) ,gl) in Eq. ~28d! is the total tetraatomic
potential that depends on the six internal coordinates of the
system. For the atom-triatom arrangement channels the terms
in Eq. ~27! are defined asDownloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject Hˆ l
~1,2![2
\2
2mrl
~1 !
]2
~]rl
~1 !!2
rl
~1 !2
\2
2mrl
~2 !
]2
~]rl
~2 !!2
rl
~2 !
~29a!
1
@ jˆl~1 !~ rˆl~1 !!#2
2m~rl
~1 !!2
1
@ jˆl~2 !~ rˆl~2 !!#2
2m~rl
~2 !!2
1Vl
~1,2!~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,gl
~1,2!!, ~29b!
Hˆ l
int[2
\2
2mrl
~3 !
]2
~]rl
~3 !!2
rl
~3 !1
lˆsf
2 ~ rˆl
~3 !!
2m~rl
~3 !!2
1Vl
int~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,rl
~3 !
,gl!, ~29c!
Vl
int[V~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,rl
~3 !
,gl!2Vl
~1,2!~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,gl
~1,2!!,
~29d!
where Vl
(1,2) in Eq. ~29b! is the triatomic potential which
depends on the three internal coordinates (rl(1) ,rl(2) ,gl(1,2)).
Common to both the diatom–diatom and atom-triatom cases
is the fact that the Hamiltonian Hˆ l
int ~which describes the
relative motion of the two reactants or the two products!
includes an interaction potential Vl
int and the orbital angular
momentum operator lˆsf
2 ( rˆl(3)) associated with the relative mo-
tion of these species.
We now expand the C
l8bl8
8
JMPG
of Eq. ~26! in the
asymptotic region according to
C
l8bl8
8
JMPG
;(
lbl
U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
~rl
~3 !!
rl
~3 ! Flbl
JM ~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
, rˆl
~3 !!,
~30!
where U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
denotes a set of ~still undetermined! radial
functions and the molecular basis functions Flbl
JM are simul-
taneous solutions of a set of arrangement-channel-dependent
eigenvalue-eigenfunction equations. The P dependence of
the U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
stems from that in C
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
of Eq. ~26!,
which itself resulted from the P dependence of the LHSF in
the strong interaction region. The latter is imposed in order
to achieve decoupling between the P50 and P51 solutions
which is extremely important as it decreases the computation
time for the partial wave scattering equations by a factor of
4. In the diatom–diatom case these equations are
Jˆ 2Flbl
JM 5\2J~J11 !Flbl
JM
, ~31a!
Jˆ sfzFlbl
JM 5\MFlbl
JM
, ~31b!
Jˆ bf1zFlbl
JM 5Jˆ bf2zFlbl
JM 5\VlFlbl
JM
, ~31c!
Jˆ l
2Flbl
JM 5\2Jl~Jl11 !Flbl
JM
, ~31d!
@jˆl~ i !#2Flbl
JM 5\2 jl~ i !~ jl~ i !11 !Flbl
JM
, i51,2, ~31e!
Hˆ l
~1,2!Flbl
JM 5ElelFlbl
JM
, ~31f!
where
Jˆl[jˆl~1 !1jˆl~2 ! ~32!to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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lbl[$lel ,Jl ,Vl%
5$l1 ,l2 ,vl
~1 !
,vl
~2 !
, jl~1 ! , jl~2 ! ,Jl ,Vl%. ~33!
It should be noticed that the Ozl
bf1 and Ozl
bf2 axes and the
associated components of the total angular momentum vector
operator are the same, as indicated in Eq. ~31c!. In the atom-
triatom case the eigenvalue equations are the same except
that Eqs. ~31d!, ~31e!, and ~32! are replaced by the single
equation
@jˆl~1 !#2Flbl
JM 5\2 jl~1 !~ jl~1 !11 !Flbl
JM ~34!
with the corresponding compact quantum number indices
now being
lbl[$lel ,Vl%5$l1 ,l2 ,vl~
1 !
, jl~1 ! ,Vl%. ~35!
Equation ~31! and its atom-triatom counterpart will clearly
be satisfied if we express the dependence of Flbl
JM on the
Euler angles as
Flbl
JM ~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
, rˆl
~3 !![DMVl
J ~al
bf1!Flbl
bf1 ~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !! ~36a!
[DMVl
J ~al
bf2!Flbl
bf2 ~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,gl!,
~36b!
where Flbl
bfi are the body-fixed molecular wave functions, to
be specified later. To explicitly define the radial expansion
coefficients U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8 (rl(3)), we next substitute Eq. ~30! into
Eq. ~25a!, multiply the result by Flbl
JM* and finally integrate
over all coordinates except rl
(3)
. Using the definitions in Eq.
~27!, Eq. ~31!, and Eq. ~36! this can be shown to give the
following coupled system of ordinary differential equations
in U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8 (rl(3))
2
\2
2ml
U¨
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
1\2@J~J11 !1Jl~Jl11 !
12Vl
2 #U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
2\2z2~J ,Vl!z2~Jl ,Vl!Ulbl21
JPGl8bl8
8
2\2z1~J ,Vl!z1~Jl ,Vl!Ulbl11
JPGl8bl8
8
1 (
l9bl9
9
^Flbl
JM uVl
intuF
l9bl9
9
JM
&U
l9bl9
9
JPGl8bl8
8
;~E2Elel!Ulbl
JPGl8bl8
8
, ~37!
where U¨
lbl
JPGl8bl88 denotes the second order derivative with
respect to rl
(3)
, lbl61[$lel ,Jl ,Vl61% and z6(J ,Vl)
[AJ(J11)2Vl(Vl61). Furthermore, since the interac-
tion potential, Vl
int(rl(1) ,rl(2) ,rl(3) ,gl), is invariant under
space rotations ~i.e., is independent of al
bf2) the potential cou-
pling terms in Eq. ~37! simplify toDownloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject ^Flbl
JM uVl
intuF
l8bl8
8
JM
&5^DMVl
J uDMV
l8
8
J
&^Flbl
bf2 uVl
intuF
l8bl8
8
bf2 &,
~38a!
5dl ,l8^DMVl
J uDMV
l
8
J
&^Flbl
bf2 uVl
intuF
lb
l8
8
bf2 &,
~38b!
5
8p2
2J11 dVl ,Vl8^Flbl
bf2 uVl
intuF
lb
l8
bf2 &, ~38c!
where Eq. ~38b! follows from the fact that the body-fixed
molecular wave functions are localized in the arrangement
channels and Eq. ~38c! is a simple consequence of the or-
thogonality of the Wigner rotation matrices. Thus we con-
clude that in the body-fixed total angular momentum repre-
sentation of Eq. ~30! the potential energy matrix is diagonal
in Vl and independent of both J and M, whereas the kinetic
energy part is tri-diagonal in Vl and diagonal in the remain-
ing quantum numbers ($vl(1) ,vl(2) , jl(1) , jl(2) ,Jl% or
$vl
(1)
, jl(1)% depending on the arrangement channel consid-
ered!.
The next important step in determining RJPG is to con-
sider the asymptotic limit of Eq. ~37! for which the interac-
tion potential can be assumed to have vanished and then
express these body-fixed U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8 (rl(3)) in terms of linear
combinations of the known analytical solutions to the corre-
sponding space-fixed equation ~also in the absence of the
potential coupling term!. However, it will not be assumed
that the Coriolis coupling terms represented by U
lbl61
JPGl8bl8
8
in
Eq. ~37! have become negligible. These analytical solutions
of the asymptotic form of Eq. ~37! are obtained in the Ap-
pendix. Since one can express them as real standing waves or
as complex propagating spherical waves, two different ap-
proaches can be adopted at this point. Throughout the re-
maining of this paper we shall outline both in parallel since
they are related in a simple manner, and finally choose one
for convenience in the numerical implementations. In the
asymptotic limit of Eq. ~37! we expand the linearly indepen-
dent solutions as
U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
~rl
~3 !!;uVlelu
21/2 (
l9bl9
9
@S
lbl
Jl9bl9
9
~rl
~3 !!A
l9bl9
9
JPGl8bl8
8
1C
lbl
Jl9bl9
9
~rl
~3 !!B
l9bl9
9
JPGl8bl8
8
# , ~39a!
U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
~rl
~3 !!;uVlelu
21/2 (
l9bl9
9
@I
lbl
Jl9bl9
9
~rl
~3 !!C
l9bl9
9
JPGl8bl8
8
2O
lbl
Jl9bl9
9
~rl
~3 !!D
l9bl9
9
JPGl8bl8
8
# , ~39b!
where Vlel are the channel velocities, A
JPG
, BJPG, CJPG,
DJPG are the constant ~r-independent! expansion coefficientto AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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lbl
Jl9bl9
9 (rl(3)),
C
lbl
Jl9bl9
9 (rl(3)), Ilbl
Jl9bl9
9 (rl(3)) and Olbl
Jl9bl9
9 (rl(3)) derived in the
Appendix, Eq. ~A15!.
The pairs of square matrices, $AJPG,BJPG% and
$CJPG,DJPG%, introduced in Eq. ~39!, depend on the choice
of initial conditions adopted in the solution of the differential
equation satisfied by the matrix CJPGl defined by the
C
l8bl8
8
JPGllbl
coefficients in Eq. ~26!. The Flbl
JM in the l.h.s. of
that equation are obtained by integrating the Schro¨dinger
equation starting with small values of r as indicated prior to
Eq. ~26!. Other than requiring that Flbl
JM approach zero as
r;0, arbitrary initial conditions regarding its r derivatives
are used. However, as a result of the linearity of that Schro¨-
dinger equation the ‘‘ratios’’ between those two pairs of ma-
trices, namely,
RJPG5BJPG@AJPG#21, ~40a!
SJPG5DJPG@CJPG#21, ~40b!
are unique, i.e., are independent of those Flbl
JM initial condi-
tions. Throughout the remaining of this paper we shall refer
to the standing wave basis set of Eqs. ~A10! and ~A11! @ap-
pearing in Eq. ~39a!# as the R-matrix representation and the
spherical waves of Eqs. ~A12! and ~A13! @appearing in Eq.
~39b!# as the S-matrix representation.
Whereas the S-matrix representation with spherical in-
coming and outgoing waves is far more intuitive physically
than the formally equivalent R-matrix standing wave repre-
sentation, the latter does offer a more attractive formulation
due to the numerical convenience that R is real. The state-
to-state cross sections depend only on the open-row, open-
column part of the S-matrix, denoted by SooJPG . Its relation to
the corresponding open–open part Roo
JPG of the R-matrix is
given by41
SooJPG5@I1iRooJPG#21@I2iRooJPG# . ~41!
In the rest of this paper we obtain expressions for the R- and
S-matrices in terms of any complete set of linearly indepen-
dent solutions to the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation.
B. Calculation of the reactance and scattering
matrices
We now derive explicit expressions for the reactance ~R!
and scattering ~S! matrices in terms of the expansion coeffi-
cients C
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
defined by Eq. ~26!. The strategy is simply
to equate C
l8bl8
8
JMPG given by that equation at a fixed large value
of the hyperradius, r¯ , with its value given by Eq. ~30! with
U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
expressed by Eq. ~39!, followed by an integration
over all angles. It should be noted that it is equally possible
to make this projection at a fixed value of rl(3) ~as opposed to
r!, but this strategy is complicated by the fact that the cor-
responding wave function cuts across several values of r¯ ,
i.e., the fixed-rl
(3) values of C
l8b8
JMPG have contributions froml8
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject FJPGlbl
LHSF defined in different spherical sections. Both deriva-
tions have been worked out, but we shall restrict ourself to
the compact fixed-r¯ version. Before this can be done, how-
ever, it is necessary to switch from the principal moment of
inertia Cartesian axes used in Eq. ~26! to the Jacobi body-
fixed-2 axes used in Eq. ~30!. This is accomplished by means
of the transformation relations derived in Sec. II D. From
Eqs. ~22!, ~26!, ~30!, and ~36! we obtain the following
equalities:
C
l8bl8
8
JMPG
5r24(
lbl
C
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
~r;r¯ !
3DMVl
J ~al
t !FJPGlbl
LHSF ~hl ,gl ;r¯ !, ~42a!
5r24(
lbl
C
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
~r;r¯ !FJPGlbl
LHSF ~hl ,gl ;r¯ !
3(
Kl
DMKl
J ~al
bf2!DVlKl
J ~al~hl ,gl!!, ~42b!
5(
lbl
U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8
~rl
~3 !!
rl
~3 ! DMVl
J ~al
bf2!Flbl
bf2
3~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,gl!. ~42c!
We next multiply Eqs. ~42b! and ~42c! by
FJPGlbl¯
LHSF* (hl¯ ,gl¯ ;r¯ )DMVl¯
J* (al
bf2), use Eq. ~11! to expand
(rl(1) ,rl(2) ,rl(3)) in terms of (r ,hl) and finally integrate the
resulting expression over all eight hyperangles hl , gl , and
al
bf2 with r set equal to r¯ . After the substitution of Eq. ~39!
into Eq. ~42c! and performing some straightforward but
lengthy algebraic manipulations we arrive at the matrix
equations
OJCJPG5SJAJPG2CJBJPG, ~43a!
OJCJPG5IJCJPG2OJDJPG. ~43b!
The overlap matrices OJ and XJ[$SJ,CJ,IJ,OJ% which
appear in these expressions are defined by
@OJ#
lbl¯
lbl5dl¯
lE dh l¯ E dg l¯ FJlbl¯LHSF*~h l¯ ,g l¯ ;r¯ !
3FJlbl¯
LHSF~h l¯ ,gl¯ ;r¯ !DVl¯V¯ l¯
J*
~al¯ ~h l¯ ,gl¯ !!, ~44a!
@X J#
lbl¯
lbl5r4(
b
l
9¯
d
V¯ l¯
V
l
9¯E dh l¯
X
l¯ b
l
9¯
Jlbl
~rl¯
~3 !
!
AuVl¯ v
l
9¯ j
l
9¯url¯
~3 !
3E dgl¯FJlbl¯LHSF*~h l¯ ,g l¯ ;r¯ !Fl¯ b
l
9¯
bf2
~r l¯
~1 !
,r l¯
~2 !
,gl¯ !,
~44b!
in which (rl(1) ,rl(2) ,rl(3)) are the functions of (r ,hl) defined
by Eq. ~11!, and the integrals are over the five internal
Delves hyperangles (hl ,gl). Note also that the symbol X in
Eq. ~44b! is identical to the one in Eq. ~A15! and can assume
the values S, C, I, or O corresponding to the two sets ofto AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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representation. In addition, since r¯ is sufficiently large for
the potential coupling matrix elements between different ar-
rangement channel regions to have vanished, the correspond-
ing FJlbl¯
LHSF* are independent of both P and G as they are
completely localized in those regions. As a result, the OJ and
XJ are also independent of P and G.
Left-multiplying Eq. ~43! by @OJ#21 and taking the
derivative of the resulting expression with respect to r we
now get
d
dr @C
JPG#[C˙ JPG5@OJ#21~S˙ J2C˙ JRJPG!AJPG, ~45a!
5@OJ#21~I˙ J2O˙ JSJPG!CJPG, ~45b!
where the dot above the matrices denote r-derivatives. We
now right-multiply this expression by @CJPG#21 to get
YJPG[C˙ JPG@CJPG#21
5@OJ#21~S˙ J2C˙ JRJPG!~SJ2CJRJPG!21OJ, ~46a!
5@OJ#21~I˙ J2O˙ JSJPG!~IJ2OJSJPG!21OJ, ~46b!
where YJPG is by definition the logarithmic derivative of
CJPG. This leads to the following expressions for the reac-
tance and scattering matrices:
RJPG5~CJ2Y¯ JPGC˙ J!21~SJ2Y¯ JPGS˙ J!, ~47a!
SJPG5~OJ2Y¯ JPGO˙ J!21~IJ2Y¯ JPGI˙ J!, ~47b!
where we have defined the similarity-transformed logarith-
mic derivative matrix, Y¯ JPG, by
Y¯ JPG[OJYJPG@OJ#21. ~48!
As mentioned in Sec. III A, the R-matrix real standing wave
representation offers a more attractive formulation than the
formally equivalent S-matrix complex propagating spherical
wave representation due to the numerical convenience of be-
ing calculable using real ~as opposed to complex! arithmetic.
However, to compute state-to-state differential cross-sections
the open–open submatrix, SooJPG , is needed, and can be ob-
tained from Roo
JPG by means of Eq. ~41!. To optimize this
approach we partition Eq. ~47a! into open–open, open–
closed, closed–open, and closed–closed submatrices accord-
ing to the closed and open nature of the local hyperspherical
surface functions FJPGlbl
LHSF which appear in Eq. ~44!, accord-
ing to
S RooJPG RocJPGRcoJPG RccJPGD 5S Coo
J 2Y¯ oo
JPGC˙ ooJ 2Y¯ ocJPGC˙ ccJ
2Y¯ co
JPGC˙ ooJ CccJ 2Y¯ ccJPGC˙ ccJ
D 21
3SSooJ 2Y¯ ooJPGS˙ ooJ 2Y¯ ocJPGS˙ ccJ
2Y¯ co
JPGS˙ ooJ SccJ 2Y¯ ccJPGS˙ ccJ
D ,
~49!
where we have used the fact that the matrices XJ
[SJ,CJ,IJ,OJ are block-diagonal in the open/closed label-
ing which follows form the definitions in the Appendix @see
Eqs. ~A10!–~A15!#. Since, by virtue of Eq. ~41!, the SooJPGDownloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject submatrix depends only on Roo
JPG
, it is clear that the calcu-
lation can be simplified somewhat by only computing the left
hand block column of RJPG in the l.h.s. of Eq. ~49!. This
leads to the following matrix equation for the open-column
submatrix of the R-matrix:
S RooJPGRcoJPGD 5S Coo
J 2Y¯ oo
JPGC˙ ooJ 2Y¯ ocJPGC˙ ccJ
2Y¯ co
JPGC˙ ooJ CccJ 2Y¯ ccJPGC˙ coJ
D 21
3SSooJ 2Y¯ ooJPGS˙ ooJ
2Y¯ co
JPGS˙ ooJ D . ~50!
The inverse matrix in Eq. ~50! can next be expressed in
terms of its submatrices which after some algebraic manipu-
lations leads to the following equation for the open–open
submatrix of the reactance matrix:
Roo
JPG5@Moo
JPG#21~SooJ 2Y¯ ooJPGS˙ ooJ !2@MooJPG#21
3Y¯ oc
JPGC˙ ccJ @CccJ 2Y¯ ccJPGC˙ coJ #21Y¯ coJPGS˙ ooJ , ~51!
where
Moo
JPG[CooJ 2Y¯ ooJPGC˙ ooJ
2Y¯ oc
JPGC˙ ccJ @CccJ 2Y¯ ccJPGC˙ ccJ #21Y¯ coJPGC˙ ccJ . ~52!
In these expressions YJPG is given by Eq. ~46!, where CJPG
is obtained from the propagation of the Schro¨dinger equation
which they satisfy, from the inner to the asymptotic region,
and OJ, defined in Eq. ~44a!, can be computed numerically
from a knowledge of the LHSF and of the Euler angles
al(hl ,gl) obtained in Sec. II D. It should be noticed that
CJPG and C˙ JPG are not needed separately; it suffices to ob-
tain their logarithmic derivative Y JPG. As a result, the
r-dependent coefficient matrices obtained from the LHSF
expansion in the strong and weak interaction regions can be
propagated by logarithmic derivative methods.
To evaluate the five-dimensional integrals in Eq. ~44b!
which define XJ, we first have to give explicit expressions
for the asymptotic molecular wave functions Flbl
bf2
. For a
tetraatomic system these functions describe either an atom
and a triatom or two diatoms. For the atom-triatom case this
function assumes the general form
Flbl
bf2 ~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,gl!
5(
Kl
~1 !
D
VlKl
~1 !
Jl ~0,gl~
2,3!
,fl!Fl1el
~1 !K
l
~1 !
triatom
~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,gl
~1,2!!,
~53!
where F
l1el
(1)K
l
(1)
triatom is the internal triatomic wave function for
the quantum numbers $el
(1)
,Kl
(1)%[$vl
(1)
, jl(1) ,Kl(1)%, with
vl
(1) denoting the quantum numbers associated with the three
vibrational degrees of freedom. Here jl(1)( jl(1)11)\2 and
Kl
(1)\ are the eigenvalues of the square of the triatom’s total
angular momentum operator jˆl(1) and of its body-fixed com-
ponent jˆl(1) . In Eq. ~53! the body-fixed frame for the triatom
has been chosen such that rl
(2) points along the z-axis and rl
(1)to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tion from the tetraatomic body-fixed-2 frame, defined in Sec.
II A, to this body-fixed triatomic frame is accomplished
through a rotation defined by the Euler angles (0,gl(2,3) ,fl),
where the hyperangle fl can be shown to be related to the
angles gl
(1,3)
, gl
(2,3) and jl , defined in Table I, by
tan fl[
sin gl
~1,3! sin jl
sin gl
~1,3! cos gl
~2,3! cos jl2cos gl
~1,3! sin gl
~2,3!.
~54!
In the diatom–diatom case Flbl
bf2 is given by
Flbl
bf2 ~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
,gl!5Fl1el
~1 !
diatom
~rl
~1 !!F
l2el
~2 !
diatom
~rl
~2 !!Yj
l
~1 ! j
l
~2 !
JlVl ~gl!,
~55!
where F
l iel
(i)
diatom denotes the internal wave function of diatom
l i with quantum numbers $vl
(i) jl(i)%. Y jb1 jb2
JbVb are Arthurs–
Dalgarno spherical harmonics which are defined by the
Clebsch–Gordan expansion
Yj
l
~1 ! j
l
~2 !
JlVl ~gl![ (
ml
~1 !
ml
~2 !
C~ jl~1 ! , jl~2 ! ,Jl ;ml~1 ! ,ml~2 ! ,Vl!
3Y
m
l
~1 !
jl
~1 !
~gl
~2,3!
,0!Y
m
l
~2 !
jl
~2 !
~gl
~1,3!
,jl!. ~56!
Using Eqs. ~53!–~56! in combination with the definitions of
Eqs. ~A10!–~A15! we can now computeX J by means of Eq.
~44b!, which finally allows us to obtain Roo
JPG from Eq. ~51!
and then SooJPG from Eq. ~41!.
IV. SUMMARY
A detailed prescription is outlined for calculating state-
to-state scattering matrices for tetraatomic systems. The
nine-dimensional configuration space is divided into strong
interaction, weak interaction, and asymptotic regions. In the
strong interaction region, row-orthonormal coordinates2 are
used which permit a description of the system’s wave func-
tion in this entire region in terms of single sets of local hy-
perspherical surface functions at constant values of the hy-
perradius. This avoids any super-completeness problems. At
each hyperradius these functions are arrangement-channel-
independent, span all eight hyperangles and are linearly in-
dependent, complete, and orthonormal in this hyperangular
space. The weak interaction region is divided into different
nearly nonoverlapping arrangement channel regions in each
of which a different set of arrangement-channel-dependent
Delves37,38 hyperangular coordinates are used. In both kinds
of interaction regions the same principal axes of inertia Euler
angles are part of the corresponding coordinate sets. Coupled
hyperradial equations are propagated across these regions up
to an asymptotic hyperradius where potential energy cou-
pling ~but not Coriolis coupling! vanishes. At this boundary a
switch to body-fixed Jacobi axes is performed and a detailed
prescription is given for projecting, at a constant value of the
hyperradius, the scattering wave function onto the separated
molecule ~diatom–diatom or atom-triatom! wave functions.
These two steps ~the change in Euler angles and the projec-Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject tion! are done simultaneously. Although they could be done
independently of one another, it is more efficient to do them
together. This leads to explicit matrix equations relating the
logarithmic derivative solutions of the hyperradial equations
to the reactance and scattering matrices that are detailed
enough to permit a calculation of the latter. Given the favor-
able kinematic-invariance properties of the row-orthonormal
hyperspherical coordinates, the associated ease with which
different parity and irreducible representation wave functions
can be decoupled, and the ease of parallelization of the re-
lated numerical algorithms, this approach should permit
benchmark-quality calculations of state-to-state integral and
differential cross sections using available massively parallel
computers.
A candidate for a first application of this methodology is
the OH1H2 reaction. A preliminary analysis of this system
indicates that after a decoupling of the different irreducible
representations of the permutation group of three identical
atoms and of the two inversion symmetry parities, the di-
mension N of the square matrices to be propagated is 5000.
We estimate the total time for calculating benchmark-quality
state-to-state differential cross sections for this system at 20
total energies between 0.8 eV and 1.2 eV ~measured with
respect to the bottom of the diatomic potential energy curves
for the isolated H2 and OH molecules! to be approximately
550 h on a computer having a sustained speed of 100 Gflops
for these kinds of calculations, such as the HP V2500 parallel
computer at Caltech. Other computers having sustained
speeds 30 times or more higher than this are already avail-
able, and as a result the OH1H2 reaction can be studied
comfortably using such machines. The feasibility of perform-
ing calculations of similar quality for more complicated tet-
raatomic reactions is determined mainly by the correspond-
ing values of N, as the computer time scales as N3. The
amount of main memory is not expected to be a problem, as
it scales as N2 only.
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APPENDIX: SPACE-FIXED RADIAL ASYMPTOTIC
CONDITIONS
The asymptotic conditions for the body-fixed
U
lbl
JPGl8bl8
8 (rl(3)) radial functions, defined in Sec. III A, are
derived from an analysis of the corresponding space-fixed
functions U
lul
JPGl8ul8
8 (rl(3)), which is the topic of this appen-
dix. Let us define the space-fixed equivalent of Eq. ~30! as
C
l8ul8
8
JMPG
;(
lul
U
lul
JPGl8ul8
8
~rl
~3 !!
rl
~3 ! Flul
JM ~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
, rˆl
~3 !!,
~A1!
where the space-fixed molecular basis functions of the tetra-
atomic system, Flul
JM
, are defined to be simultaneous solu-to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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equations. For diatom–diatom arrangement channels these
equations are
Jˆ 2Flul
JM 5\2J~J11 !Flul
JM
, ~A2a!
Jˆ sfzFlul
JM 5\MFlul
JM
, ~A2b!
lˆl
2Flul
JM 5\2ll~ ll11 !Flul
JM
, ~A2c!
Jˆ l
2Flul
JM 5\2Jl~Jl11 !Flul
JM
, ~A2d!
@jˆl~ i !#2Flul
JM 5\2 jl~ i !~ jl~ i !11 !Flul
JM
, i51,2, ~A2e!
Hˆ l
~1,2!Flul
JM 5ElelFlul
JM
, ~A2f!
where
Jˆl[jˆl~1 !1jˆl~2 ! . ~A3!
We have introduced in these equations the compact space-
fixed quantum number notation
lul[$lel ,Jl ,ll%5$l1 ,l2 ,vl~
1 !
,vl
~2 !
, jl~1 ! , jl~2 ! ,Jl ,ll%.
~A4!
For atom-triatom arrangement channels the set of simulta-
neous eigenvalue equations are the same as Eq. ~A2! except
that Eqs. ~A2d!, ~A2e!, and ~A3! are now substituted by the
single expression
@jˆl~1 !#2Flul
JM 5\2 jl~1 !~ jl~1 !11 !Flul
JM ~A5!
with the corresponding quantum numbers being
lul[$lel ,ll%5$l1 ,l2 ,vl~
1 !
, jl~1 ! ,ll%. ~A6!
Using these definitions, it is straightforward to show that the
corresponding radial equations for U
lul
JPGl8ul8
8
must satisfy
the coupled equationsDownloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject 2
\2
2ml F d
2
~drl~
3 !!2
2
ll~ ll11 !
~rl
~3 !!2 GUlulJPGl8ul88
1 (
l9ul9
9
^Flul
JM uVl
intuF
l9ul9
9
JM
&U
l9ul9
9
JPGl8ul8
8
;~E2Elel!Ulul
JPGl8ul8
8
, ~A7!
which should be compared to the body-fixed counterpart of
Eq. ~37!. It is important to note that Eq. ~A7!, as opposed to
Eq. ~37!, does not contain any Coriolis coupling terms, be-
cause Flul
JM by definition is an eigenfunctions of the orbital
angular momentum operator lˆl
2
. The only coupling term in
this equation is the interaction potential coupling which van-
ishes asymptotically. Consequently, the far asymptotic be-
havior of the space-fixed radial functions U
lul
JPGl8ul8
8
is de-
fined from the simple decoupled second order differential
equations
2
\2
2ml F d
2
~drl~
3 !!2
2
ll~ ll11 !
~rl
~3 !!2
1klel
2 GUlulJPGl8ul88 50,
~A8!
where
klel
2 [2m~E2Elel!/\
2
. ~A9!
The analytical solutions to this equation, which we will col-
lectively denoted by Xlul
J (rl(3)), can be expressed asSlul
J ~rl
~3 !!5uklelurl
~3 !H yll~klelrl~3 !!sin~~J1Jl2ll!p/2!1 j ll~klelrl~3 !!cos~~J1Jl2ll!p/2! open2i ll~ uklelurl~3 !! closed, ~A10!
and
Clul
J ~rl
~3 !!5uklelurl
~3 !H 2yll~klelrl~3 !!cos~~J1Jl2ll!p/2!1 j ll~klelrl~3 !!sin~~J1Jl2ll!p/2! open2kll~ uklelurl~3 !! closed ~A11!
for the real standing wave formulation, and
Ilul
J ~rl
~3 !!5uklelurl
~3 !H exp@1i~J1Jl2ll!p/2#hll~2 !~klelrl~3 !! open2i ll~ uklelurl~3 !! closed, ~A12!
and
Olul
J ~rl
~3 !!5uklelurl
~3 !H exp@2i~J1Jl2ll!p/2#hll~1 !~klelrl~3 !! open2kll~ uklelurl~3 !! closed ~A13!to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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open and closed cases for each of the four functions refer to
channels that are energetically open (E>Elel) or closed
(E,Elel), i.e., when the linear momentum klel defined
from Eq. ~A9! is respectively real or pure positive imaginary.
hl
(6)52yll6i j ll, yll, j ll, i ll, and kll are the spherical
Bessel functions of Ref. 42, page 435. The angle (J1Jl
2ll)p/2 appearing in these equations is an arbitrary but
convenient phase.
The asymptotic behavior of the body-fixed counterpart
of Eq. ~A8! is finally obtained through the transformation
relation
Flbl
JM ~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
, rˆl
~3 !!
5~21 !Jl2Vl(
ll
C~J ,Jl ,ll ;Vl ,2Vl,0!
3Flul
JM ~rl
~1 !
,rl
~2 !
, rˆl
~3 !!, ~A14!
where the C’s are the usual Clebsch–Gordan coupling coef-
ficients and (21)Jl2Vl is a convenient phase factor. This
relation finally leads to the important similarity transforma-
tion
X
lbl
Jl9dl9
9
~rl
~3 !!5dl
l9~21 !Vl2Vl9(
ll
C~J ,Jl ,ll ;Vl ,2Vl,0!
3C~J ,Jl ,ll ;Vl92Vl9 ,0!Xlul
J ~rl
~3 !! ~A15!
for the body-fixed functions S
lbl
Jl9bl9
9 (rl(3)), Clbl
Jl9bl9
9 (rl(3)),
I
lbl
Jl9bl9
9 (rl(3)), and Olbl
Jl9bl9
9 (rl(3)) entering Eq. ~39!. Thus in
Eq. ~A15! $X,X% can be any of the sets $S,S%,$C,C%, $I,I%,
or $O,O%.
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